Particular attention has been paid to the electrodes of the lead~acid battery [3, 4] , and several of the proposed models make the assumption of reversible kinetics [5, 6] . With this assumption, it has been shown that, in principle, a fraction of the total reaction will be restricted to the electrode/separator interface [5] . However, the other study allows all the current to penetrate the electrode [6] .
This paperconsiders.the nature of the current and reaction distributions for electrode processes with high, but not infinite, exchange current densities. A simplified model is developed in order to give an analytic solution to the governing differential equations.
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The results obtained illustrate the important features that would be observed with a more sophisticated approach. The method used in this paper complements a computer solution which is able to account for many complications not considered here, but which cannot easily clarify the highly non-uniform reaction distribution at moderately short times that results from a high value of the exchange current density.
Analysis
The system considered is a porous e1ect~ode in contact with an inert porous separator. The electrode is treated as two superposed continua which represent the solution and matrix phases independently.
The actual geometric details of the pores have been disregarded and only variations of parameters in a direction normal to the electrode face are considered. Each phase is taken to be electrically neutral, and consequently the divergence of the total current density is zero.
The analysis is restricted to a single electrode reaction with 'stoichiometry represented by: z.
I s.M. Under these circumstances, the major concentration changes are caused by electrochemical reaction and by diffusion of electrolyte.
Therefore, a non-steady state material balance for species i becomes:
For times over which. equation (4) is to be applied, the parameter B is taken as a constant, dependent on the system considered. Relation- Also, it is assumed that the tortuosity factor r; is directly related to porosity by [7] :
r; = £(1-q)/2 (6) where the constant q is taken as 1.5.
The driving force for the current can be specified in terms of the potential in the pore solution ~2 measured with a reference electrode. With this definition, a modified Ohm's law for the pore electrolyte is
where the second term on the right includes the diffusion potential.
In this analysis, the parameter W is regarded as a constant, dependent on the electrode studied (see Appendices I and II). The effective conductivity K is estimated from (8) together with equation (6) .
The movement of electrons in the matrix phase is governed by Ohm's law. However, it is assumed that the matrix conductivity is large (a/K» 1) so that the matrix potential can betaken to be uniform. With this condition, the initial electrode reaction will be 
At. high values of the exchange current density or the product ai .,the local surface overpotential for a specified superficial o current density I is expected to be low. Therefore, it is reasonable to reduce equation (2) (10) where J = jL/l, n = K(¢l -¢2)/IL, and e = F£D(C i -C~)/IL. The penetration depth L is very small at high exchange current densities, and one may simplify Eq. (10) further to obtain: J = n . (11) Also, it becomes valid to linearise the concentration dependent term in Eq. (7). Combination of Eqs. (7) and (11) 
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For condition (i), the electrode is assumed to be considerably thicker than the penetration depth so that its length can be regarded as infinite. The last boundary condition assumes that the reaction rate is not a Dirac <5 function at the origin.
., ' .
• -7-Equations (12) to (16) define the dependence of concentration and transfer current on time and distance through the porous electrode for a constant current discharge. The reaction zone is restricted to the region immediately adjacent to the separator, and this limits the ~pplicability of the results, as discussed, below. The equations refer to systems with high exchange current densities or small penetration depths, but it should be emphasised that the macrohomogeneous model on which the analysis is based will breakdown if the reaction zone is significantly smaller than the characteristic dimensions of the microscopic porous s truc ture.
Results and Discussion
In terms of Laplace transforms, the solution to the stated problem may be written as: where the variable s is defined by:
The parameters A and E are related by the imposed requirement that integration of Eq. (17) across the electrode gives the superficial current density, viz:
Equations (5), (6), (15), (16), and (19) may be combined to specify the coefficient A and I E as and where
Equation ( 
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The variables Y and n can be regarded as inner and outer perturbation parameters, respectively. In the region Y ~ 0(1) , Eq. (23) describes the reaction zone innnediately adjacent to the separator, whereas in the region n ~ 0(1) it describes the progressive penetration of the reaction through the electrode. The first term in the equation represents a time-independent spike in J which is largest at the separator and which penetrates a relatively short distance into the electrode. The factor 11 + Q in the exponent reflects the influence of diffusion on the spike shape.
The fraction of the total current associated with the spike, A
is an important parameter in the description of an electrode process ~ith a high exchange current density. If A is small, most of the current will be progressively distributed through the electrode whereas, as A approaches unity, it becomes more acceptable to disregard the time-dependent term in equation (23) and to assume that the reaction is restricted to the spike alone. The spike is sharper for larger exchange current densities, and in the limit of infinite exchange current density it will become a Dirac 0 function (with area AI) at the electrode/separator interface. Consequently, in electrode models that neglect the surface overpotentia1 (reversible kinetics. to = 00), only a fraction (1 -A) of the total current should be distributed through the electrode.
-io- Table 1 , the model proposed indicates that 39% of the superficial current density is associated with the time-independent spike in Eq. (23).
The reaction at the LiAl electrode of the high temperature battery is LiAl ~ Al + Li+ + e (27) and therefore, s+ = -1, s = 0, So = 0 and n = 1. Table 1 lists system parameters for discharge with an electrolyte of eutectic composition. The analysis shows that 85% of the total current is in the spike. Figure 1 gives the dependence of the dimensionless transfer current on the inner perturbation parameter Y for the LiAl electrode.
For small values of Y , the major contribution to J is from the time-independent term in Eq. (23), and the distance over which the .'
• -11- ;...12- . . 9), is approximately 0.4 cm, which is considerably larger than the corresponding value for the LiA1e1ectrode (see Table 1 ). 'For this reason, the results of a high current density analysis for the Pb0 2 electrode should be treated with caution and, in particular, the assumption of reversible kinetics that has been used previously [5, 6] requires some justification.
T= 10
The outer solution for J for the LiA1 electrode at moderate times is given in Fig. 3 
. In ( Table 1 ).
-18- (4) with (37) provided that the molar volume of electrolyte V is constant. Ohm's law for the pore electrolyte can be written in a form analogous to
Eq. (33) as
where (39) The activity coefficient of a salt in a binary molten salt electrolyte mixture is often defined without regard for dissociation and in terms of ion equivalent fractions or mole fractions [11] .
(These composition variables are equivalent when "A = "B ) v3 v 3 • gradient of chemical potential can be written as [10] and with this definition the parameter W in Eq. (7) becomes 
